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Quantum magnetism of Mott insulators



Mott insulators of S = 1 bosons



Tuning J/K in optical lattices of Na23



Why are bosons interesting for quantum 
magnetism?



The problem



Spin nematic ordering in d = 2,3



Physics of the spin nematic



??``Disordered spin nematic” in one 
dimension??



Dimer order in d= 1

• True ground state: a dimerized valence 
bond solid paramagnet 

Dimer order spontaneously breaks lattice 
translation symmetry



Towards one dimension: killing the spin 
nematic



Towards one dimension: killing the spin 
nematic



Phase diagram



Quantum phase transition out of the spin 
nematic

• Nematic-dimer transition seems to be 
second order despite their distinct broken 
symmetries

(Landau-forbidden)

Estimates for some critical exponents
available. 



Questions

1. Why no featureless ``disordered spin 
nematic” in the 1d chain?

2. Mechanism for appearance of dimer order 
when nematic ordering is destroyed? 

3. Theory of possible Landau-forbidden spin 
nematic- dimer transition?



Topological defects of the spin nematic



Killing nematic order – role of defects



Killing nematic order – role of defects



Quantum is different



Berry phases of the defects



Berry phases of the defects



Berry phases and dimerization



Theory for the nematic-dimer transition



Continuum field theory for nematic-dimer
transition-I



Continuum field theory for the nematic-dimer
transition-II



Crude estimate of instanton scaling 
dimensions



Consequences for numerics



Future issues



Summary
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